Same Image – Different Sizes Project

These are the two examples of this project that I showed in our last class.

I’m starting another one from scratch to show the progression…

The first step is to select a picture that you’d like to reproduce in different sizes. Try to choose something with an easy outline because it saves time in trimming.

I scanned my picture and made three different sizes.

Then I cut out all my birds.

Looking at my birds, I decided that I wanted to use purple and orange as the background. I found some very textured scraps of purple paper in my stash and then painted some book pages orange.

For the next step I had to decide on the layout of each of my bird panels. In my two examples (at the top) I used the same size panels for each set of images but for this one I wanted to use different size background panels. I cut heavy paper for the backing.
I used matte medium to glue the purple and orange papers to my backing paper.

I laid my birds back on my panels because now the fun part comes in deciding how to make each panel unique.

Here is my finished project. I added different pieces of paper to each background and glued everything down with matte medium. Then I glued the four panels to a black piece of cardstock. I thought it needed more sparkle so I added the white dots on the borders.

P.S. I saved the white cardstock that I punched the holes from because someday I just know I’ll be able to use it in another project!